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Engagement case study – Premier Oil
Background

Engagement Issues

 Capital structure: two dominant shareholders  Find route to give company independence
(each 25%) and overburdened with debt
from dominant holders as intended strategy
now abandoned; cut debt
 Governance: Six of eight non-executives not
independent

 Remove some, add new independent
directors

 Risk management: largest UK investor in
Myanmar (Burma)

 Justify the risk taken by being present there,
or exit the country

 Strategic: locked into mature assets, not
lightweight explorer where could have
competitive advantage

 Exit mature assets, slim down and refocus on
fleet-of-foot exploration and production
activities

 Long-term share price underperformance

 Improvement to come from addressing
agenda issues above

Engagement addresses CSR and its value impact
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Case study (cont.) – Premier Oil
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PRICE REL. TO FTSE OIL & GAS SECTOR

26 Oct 00
First meeting of group of
fund managers and
campaigning groups
16 May 01 AGM
Public acceptance that two
29 June 00
major holders weigh on
First face-to-face discussion
share price
with company
on risk management

19 Dec 01
Frank meeting with Sir
David John & Charles
Jamieson (CEO) covering
the barriers to reaching a
solution

9 Jul 03
Court approval for
reconstruction scheme
of arrangement
(effective 15/7/03)

16 Sep 02
Corporate restructuring
agreed in principle with two
major shareholders
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9 Jan 01
Constructive first meeting
with chair, Sir David John
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2000

2001

18 Oct 01 EGM
Agreement to slim down
asset base

13 Mar 02
Public announcement of
detailed discussions with
two major holders on a
resolution to the problem

2002

2003

Source: DATASTREAM/Hermes 22/7/03

Managing investments to create value
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Important Information
This communication is directed only at Market Counterparties or Intermediate Customers, as defined in the Glossary of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Any investment or
investment activity to which this communication relates is only available to and will only be engaged in with such persons and any other persons who receive this communication should not rely
on or act upon this communication.
This communication is issued and approved for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 by Hermes Investment Management Limited (“HIML”). HIML has its
registered office at Lloyds Chambers, 1 Portsoken Street, London E1 8HZ.
Hermes Pensions Management Limited is the parent company of a number of companies falling within the Hermes Group. The main operating companies within the Hermes Group are Hermes
Investment Management Limited (“HIML”), Hermes Administration Services Limited (“HASL”), Hermes Property Asset Management Limited (“HPAML”), Hermes Focus Asset Management
Limited (“HFAM”), Hermes Focus Asset Management Europe Limited (“HFAME”), Hermes UOB Capital Asset Management Limited (“HUCM”), Hermes Private Equity Limited (“HPEL”) and
Hermes Assured Limited (“HAL”). All of the above named companies (with the exception of Hermes Property Asset Management Limited) are separately authorised and regulated by the
Financial Services Authority.
The Hermes Property Unit Trust (“HPUT”) is constituted by an amended and restated trust deed between the Committee of Management and the Trustee both of which are authorised and
regulated by the Financial Services Authority. The Committee of Management appoints the trust manager (HIML) and the property managers (Hermes Property Asset Management Limited)
and has overall responsibility for the trust.
Please note that the Financial Services Authority does not generally regulate any activities referred to in this document which are not regulated activities under the Regulated Activities
Order 2000.
Hermes Absolute Return Fund (Guernsey) Limited is authorised by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission and is listed on the Irish Stock Exchange.
This document has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. This document is published solely for informational purposes
and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. Prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the legal,
taxation, financial and other consequences of an investment in the funds, including the merits of investing and the risks involved. Prospective investors should not treat the contents of this
document as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters. Before entering into an agreement in respect of an investment referred to in this document, you should consult your own
professional and/or investment advisers as to its suitability for you and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realised. No action should be taken or omitted
to be taken in reliance upon information in this document. Figures, unless otherwise indicated, are sourced from Hermes.
The opportunities described in this document have unique risks that may make them unsuitable for certain investors and past performance may not be indicative of future results. Also, certain
returns shown in this document are compared against returns for the relevant benchmark index during similar periods. It is important to note that the underlying volatility and risk of the funds’
portfolios and that of their benchmark indices vary materially. Property is an illiquid investment and may result in deferment of redemption of units. The value of the property is a matter of a
valuer's opinion rather than fact.
This document should be read in conjunction with the fund listing particulars when available which will exclusively form the basis of any application. A comprehensive list of risk factors appears
in the fund listing particulars and an investment should not be contemplated until the risks of investment have been considered fully.
Investors may not get back the full amount originally invested. The value of overseas investments will be influenced by the rate of exchange. The value and risks of underlying investment may
be difficult to verify independently.
The provision of the information does not constitute an offer to purchase securities to any person in the United States or to any U.S. Person as such term is defined under the Securities Act of
1993.
Any person wishing to subscribe for any interest should satisfy himself as to the observance of the laws of any relevant territory, including the obtaining of any requisite governmental or other
consent and the observing of any other formalities.
This document may include a list of Hermes Pensions Management Limited’s clients. Please note that inclusion on this list should not be construed as an endorsement of Hermes Pensions
Management Limited’s services. Should you wish to contact a client for reference purposes, please let Hermes know in advance.
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